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INVESTIGATIONS ABOUT THE ORIGIN OF WATER INFLOW AT
REOCIN MINE (SANTANDER, SPAIN)
by R. FERNANDEZ-RUBIO
Department of Hydrogeology
University of Granada
Granada, Spain

ABSTRACT
With the aim of determining the sources and amount of the different
water irruptions in the underground mine of Reocin (Zn and Pb), under
karst conditions, the chen~ical characteristics of these waters are
studied, in space and in time, together with the temperature evolution. The microorganisms present in the water are also employed as
natural tracers, together with the isotopic contents. The main entry
comes from the river water; the next one is deep water related with a
diapir; a small amount is provided by infiltration water through the
old mine works.
INVESTIGACIONES RELATIVAS AL ORIGEM DEL AGUA FLUENTE A LA
MINA DE REOCIN (SANTANDER, ESPANA)
RESUMEN
Con la finalidad de determiner la procedencia y los caudales de agua
afluentes a 1a mina subterrinea de Reodn (Pb y Znl, ubicada en un
sistema hidrogeologico karstico, se estudia el quimismo de las aguas,
en el espacio y en le tiempo, junto con la evolucion de la temperatura de las aguas. Se emplean, tambien, como trazadores naturales, los
mi croorgani smos presentes en e1 agua, junto a i sotopos ambiental es
naturales. La principal entrada procede de agua de rios, le sigue el
agua profunda relacionada con diapiros, y 1a cantidad menor de agua
es la infiltrada a traves de antiguos trabajos mineros.
INVESTIGATIONS SUR L'ORIGINE D'EAU DANS LA
MINE DE REOCIN (SANTANDER, ESPAGNE)
RESUMEC
Dans le but de determiner les differentes origines et les debits
relatifs d'eau arrivant dans 1a mine souterraine de Reocin (Zn et
Pbl, situee dans un systeme hydrogeologique karstique, on etudie le
chimisme des eaux, dans 1 'espace et dans le 'temps, ainsi que 1'{br
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lution de la temperature des eaux. On emploie, aussi, comme traceurs
naturels, les microorganismes existant dans les eaux , ainsi que les
isothopes naturels. L'entree principale a son origine dans les rivieres; une autre partie 1 'a dans 1 'eau profonde en rapport avec des
diapirs, et finalement, une petite quantite d'eau provenant de 1 'infiltration a travers des anciens travaux miniers.
AUSZUG
lMt die Herkunft des

Wasserzuflusses in das Untertage-Berg werk in
Reocfn (Zn und Pb), das sich in einem hydrogeologischen Karst-System
befi ndet, ermitte ln zu konnen, wi rd die chemi sche Zusammenstzung in
Zeit und Raum zusammen mit der Temperaturentwicklung des Wassers
untersucht. Dazu wird ausserdem die Untersuchung der 1m Wasser vorkommenden Mikroorganismen sowie des isotopischen Gehaltes zu Hilfe genommen. Der Hauptzufluss entstammt Flusswasser, dann folgt das TiefenGrundwasser, das mit diapir zusammenhangt, und ausserdem sickert eine
geringe Menge aus den alten Bergwerksarbeiten ein.

INTRODUCTION
The underground mine at Reocfn 1s situated in the North of Spain, 8
km. from the Cantabrian coast (fig. 1).
The mine has been worked since the times of Roman domination (surface
and underground ca 1amine mining), though only in the middle of the
last century, with the Royal Asturian Mining Company (RCASA), did it
reach such a volume of production that it became the 1110st important
supplier of zinc to Europe (l).The present production of the mine is
about 600,000 tons of mineral per year, and the amount accumulated
runs to some 20 mi_llion tons (2).
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The mineral deposit, massive or in impregnations and fissure-fillings
( 1 ) , appears in banks of between 0. 5 and Sm. thick, in the 1ower
third of the dolomite coral reef of Middle Aptian (fig. 2) (there may
be up to 3 approximately parallel bands). On the surface the mineral
is calamine, then it changes, as it goes deeper, to blende or
sphalerite, togheter with complex sulphurs: wurtzite, shale-blende,
galena, marcasite, melnicovite, pyrite, etc.
GEOLOGICAL ClltOIS SECTION ( W 21 )
CACCOttOt. . WITH •e&aa ,..,..T10tl)
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Figu-re 2

The underground workings reach down to 240m. below sea-level, and to
drain the mine it is necessary to pump out about 1,100 1/sec., which
involves an annual energy consumption of about 35 million k.w.h.,
thus accounting for approximately a quarter of the technical costs of
mining operation (2).
HYDROGEOLOGICAL SITUATION
On the evidence of the information provided by the Mining Geology
Department of RCASA, we can state, in synthesis, that the coral reef
, limestone of Middle Aptian change laterally, through secondary dola.itisation, into dolomite, in general massive and compact, where the
mineral deposits are found (fig. 3). The carbonated bank, with a
thickness of about 140m. in the mine area, constituted an acuifer
with porosity due to dolo.itisation and is furthermore greatly karstified.
In the roof we find Lower Albian, made up of marls and marly
limestones more or less sandy (aquitard), while in the wall just next
to the ore body there is Lower Aptian, made up of tnarly limestones
and slaty marls (aquifugue).
Other aquiferous formations are to be found in the roof and in the
wall but the whole behaves as a multi-layered aquifer, such that the
"sump" effect, produced by drainage of the mine, is only transmitted
in the karsty aquifer of the Middle Aptian.
The mine is situated on the southern limb of the Santillana syncli103
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na 1, with a large curvature
radius (fig. 1 and 4), and a
SW-NE axis, which dips towards the NE, with a slope of
10• to 20•. In the area of
the mine the dips are between 25 9 to 35° towards the NW
(fig. 2), and the dominant
fracturing is N s• W/80° W,
approximately orthogonal to
the stratification (fig. 5).
Some faults, both direct and
rotational, produced by diapiric thrusts, are of great
significance for hydrogeological behaviour, since along
them there is a rise of saline water towards the mine.
The aquiferous circulation
in the Middle Aptian takes
place
through dissolution
cavities,
normally of
a
hieght of between a centimeter and a metre, developed
longitudinally for an observab 1e distance of several ~~e
tres, and clearly adapted to
the
stratification.
These
cavities are usualy covered
by dolomite and calcite crystallisations,
with
pyrite
and marcasite, all of a
subaquatic
deposit,
and
could include fi111 ngs of
sands fro. Lower Albian.
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In the aqui fugue of the wall
li~~~estones ),
11i ne
(marly
drainage
produces
water
circulation, under pressure,
through the subvert1cel fractures of a milimetric width.
When these fractures (N 5gW)
continue in the 11~~~estone-do1omite Middle Aptian, they
increase in size, by dissolution, to centi11etric and
decimetric meuur~nts, and
are usually highly developed
vertically.
All
this
1s
clearly to be seen in the
West Section of the underground mine.
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The existence of a great number of do lines in the vertica 1 of the
mine; the old underground workings, which reach the surface; and the
new Zanjon open-pit mine, in the upper part of the ore body: all this
means that the rainfall (an average above 1,300 11111./yearl provokes
sudden entries of water into the underground mine. At peak points,
the inflow of water can be considerable, carryng a great deal of
solid matterhl, even though this does not represent an important
proportion of the total vo1uae of water pumped out.
Anot her hydrogeo 1ogi cal aspect wh1 ch should be pointed out 1s that
the river Saja, with an extensive hydrographic basin and with a flow
that can reach sever a 1 hundred cubic ~~etres per second, crosses the
carbonated fon~~ations of the Middle Aptian in two points (fig. 1).
And indeed the karstification below see-level, which can be seen in
the mine and has been clellonstrated in several exploratory-holes,
seees to be a consequence of a underground paleocirculation. If this
was the case, then the river waters on their entry into the syncline,
crossing the carbonated fon~~t1ons over 110re than 3518. in 11 fairly
broad river channel (height +70), would percolated, to drain off
after where the river crosses again the same Middle Aptian, and to
leave the syncline (height +15), with a underground hydraulic gradient of approximately 0.81.
In this upstre1111 sector (fig. 6) I have sllown (3) that there exists,
under present conditions, 1 local flow of water towards the river
(gaining stream) in all the aquiferous f.,._tions, except in the
limestone of the Middle A,tian, wflere the effect of the trine drainage, as has been deiiiOflstrlted by the piez8111ters, produces 1 loss of
river water to the aquifer (losing streaa).
From the che..ical point of view, which we will discuss in SOliN! detail
later, we must point out that the waters of the river Saja, with less
than 300 mg./1 of dissolved solids, show a pred011inance of bicarbonates and calcium or magnesium, with a relatively variable composition, depending on the proportions of the mixture of strictly surface
waters and underground waters.
105
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MINE DRAINAGE

Under natural conditions, and despite the fact that we have no ex&ct
elate (the drai nagt was begun MOrfJ tf14n a hundred yurs ago), it seems
1ogi c~ 1 to think that w1ter mu11t have been prnent in tile mine, et
1eest from a height of +50 (tl'le s~nh Ame1il Shaft h opened at +107

end reaches a depth of ·228m),

From 195~ on, basing our caic~lations on th~ amount 'of energy consvm·
ed by the mine drainage pump$, and bearing 1" mind it& Chirecterist1c
fe&turn, 1t is pou1b1e to ~~~~kill ~n ovtra11 estlm.stl'l of the flow
pumped out if1g. 7), Thh utimate er.abll!!s u1 to establish tht
g~n€!ra11y

average
graph,

1ncreuing tendency

ir.cruse wiilch

th~

the

1nc1udes the monthly r!ll1nh11

'.mlcf':

increu~

to

;!'~own by

pY~~~p·f1ow

*nd to g1vi!l

1s of ti'•t order of 35 1 ./sec./yur. Thl
f'lguru, .!llso $i'!ows thl!l
t:d~ is l.iui!i

in Pl.!rnll-f'low during perlods cf huvy rainhlh
direct i nf11tr~t 1mu, wh1 ch l h~·~e dlstiJU!!d abo¥<L

lt 5hou1d be emphuhed th,lt, with th!! progresshl! d~epHI!ning of the
mine and with the lateral ~xoan~1on of the g~11er·1es, thl! upper !llined
levels gr·ad~<&1'iy dries out, ;•s tk.e water flow collects in the low,;.·,·
leveh and in thil! E and ill limHs of the 1ow g~>11~rie<s. The
efect produced by th~ !lli ne dni nag'l! ensures that the upper gall

Md the

centr~

l sec to;· remain in the non-saturilteo area.

l'IEZOME111Y IN THE M!Nf SURROUND!I\IGS
Despite the fact that many invutigation bore~holes have been dri11ed
in the Santi11ana synclinal, pif:zometric controls carried out durinq
the perforation or once this was completed ar·e found only in seven
cases. These holes, o"'i11ed beh<e!!f1 1977 and 1979 are placed in a
line, approximately 10011. NW of the deepest workings level (fig. 8),

The analysis

106
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the data obtained 1llows us to deduce th@ following:
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Figur-e 7
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The Lower Cenomanian, made up of alternating layers of sandstones,
sands and marls, with an average thickness of 180m., maintains the
piezometric level at a depth of between 10 and 50m., determined by
surface lateral drainage. Its vertical permeability is very reduced,
although 1oca 11y the hori zonta 1 permeabi 1ity may be greater, due to
sandy layers. As far as the mine is concerned, it forms an impermeable roof.

ln Upper Albian, made up of
sandstones,
sandy
marls,
sands, limestones and dolomites, with an average thickness at investigation boreholes crossings of lOOm, the
piezometric level drops to
depths
of
130
to
230m.,
according to the more or less
marly or carbonated nature of
the rock and to fracturat ion
and breccifying. At any rate,
the
effect
of
deep mine
drainage
can be observed,
although the water may locally be hung, due to the fact
that it is a low permeability
aquifer.
ln Lower Albian, of clays,
marls and sandstones, with an
thickness of only 10m., there
are
very
few
piezometric
data. This is a formation of
1ow permeability, but of insufficient thickness to enable it to be isolated, given
the presence of fractures and
the effect of leakage.

The Middle Aptian, dolomitic,
with a thickness of 140m. in
the lower third of which the
ore deposit is 1ocated, shows
a high degree of permeability
due to dolomitisation, fissuring and karstification, with
complete loss of water circulation during the drilling.
The piezometric level falls
to depths between 260 and
410m., owing to the drainage
produced by the mining works
on Level 21 (depth ··240m.)
and by Santa Ame 1i a Shaft
Idepth -228m. l {fig. 9 L
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lower
Aptian which
have
been 2012
perforated
(marly
limestones), give us no information as to its behaviour, but the mine
workings demonstrate its 1ow permeability as a consequence of the
marl component. This may be considered the impermeab 1e wa 11 of the
mine.

WATER FLOW TO THE

MINE

Returning to the figure 7,
which illustrated the pump
flow statistics, obtained on
the basis of energy consumption, we should point out
that
these statistics are
only
an approximation:
we
must take into account the
varhtion in energy efficiency due to PliRP wear, rep 1 acement of worn pumps with new
ones, energy loss in valves
and piping, etc. Nonetheless
we should emphasize the degree to which the pluviometric variations and the flow
variations correspond; this
allows us to estimate the
effect of rapid direct infiltration of rain water, through the natural cavities of
the karst and especially in
the old mine workings, and in
the new open-pit workings.
This rapid infiltration could
be
ca 1cul a ted,
in monthly
terms, in quantities of between 50 and 250 1./s., although
the peak points may be considerably higher, and the lowest points much lower.
From 1979 a gauging control
by means of mi cromo 1i net has
been established. And, taking
this control and our measurements into account, we can
state that the most important
inflow of water occurs a l
Level 21 (Western Section of
the mine), from where 900
1./s. (79% of the total drainage}
i s pumped out . 135
1./s. reach level 20 (also in
the Western Section) (12% ),
and 40 1./s. ·comes fr001 the
Eastern Set<:,lon
(3%); Thh
produces l1l tota'i pump-flow
Reproduced from best available copy
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from Level :?0 to Level 14 of
1,075 1./s. (95%). At Level
14 another 10 1./s.(l%) flow
in and we would have to add
about an ether 60 1 , Is. not
accounted
for
[5%1, which
would give us a total of
1,140 l./s. pumped to the outside. Figure 10 shows the gauging yield in August-September 1980.
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One important conclusion to
be drawn 1s that the Western
Section of the mine account
for 91% of the water registered; the Eastern Section account for 41. and the remainder is made up of uni dent ified entries. These percentages may vary during the year,
according to the p1 uvi ometry,
but they show that the drainage problem is firmly centred
in the Western Section.

WATER TEMPERATURE
The temperature of the water
can be used as a "tracer" to
determine the path followed
by the water. The tetaperature
of underground water in s 1ow
flow approxi111ates, by adaptation, to that of the subsoil,
but this equivalence can be
changed by the rapid circulation of large volumes, which
modify the geothermic di stribution.
With an average tetaperature
in tcre surface environment of
14.1 C (at a height of +15),
and fer a decreased of 3 11 C
per 10011. depth, the t heoretical
temperatures obtained
at the different levels of
the mine are as follows:
Lev!' 1
14
17

no

20
21

........ Hoi.-

.f ~

--c:>-

t-'tl .,.

0:

..
•
~

..."
Ft'.gurt~'

Depth (m)
- 72 to - 85

·127 to ··140
-190 to -200

-240
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The ventilation in the mine and the exothermic reaction due to
oxidization may modify the temperatures, although these factors on1y
affect the air, the surface of mining works or very limited water
flows.
The thermic peculiarities shown by the water temperatures may provide
information of great interest. In figure 10 we show the temperatures
of the water in August-September 1980.
In the Eastern Section of Leve 1 14 we can see that the temperatures
in the East are low, as a consecuence r;f direct and rapid rain-water
infiltration, since this area is >ituated underneath open mining
works (which do down to a l!!vel of 0 m.). ln the West, on the other
hand, where the rock covering is thicker, the yield is less than 0.5
1./s., and the waters are very mineralized, by sulphur oxidization
(exothermic reaction); here the temperatures increases noticeably.
At Levels 14 an 17 of th~ Eastern Section, cold water flows in a very
karstified area and one with frequent subvertical and very open
fractures. This flow even carries with tt a considerable quantity of
surface sand, within an interval of minutes after intense rainfall.
Again in t~e Eastern Section, Level 20 shows itself to be a sector
where the temperature of w.mter coming in through fractures or boreholes is higher. This an01ila11y setm5 to !Je caused by an inflow of
deep water through faults, even though the yii!ld is very slight (le>~

than 5 1./s.l.

A.s far as the Western Section 1o concerned, we f1~d, at Levels 20 Md
21, an inflow of cold water from tile west, the temperature of which
rises gradually towards the east, u a result of a longer contact
with tne aquifer and ow1!lll to Hs mhture with war~r waters eonnac·
ted w1tn ~ deep diaplr.
If W'l Vkli! into account t"e fact t~H water w1th a temperH,;re or HI
an,i 17 C wr1cM 1Hu511y eorrupund; to dept1'1s of -SO ana ·SCM ••
ilt,;oroing to the geothermic gr4d1ent, sdse:; here 1n thE we;t at
level 21, at depths of betwei!n -190 ar.,j ·240m., we must sssume that
there is a rapid aquiferous desc@nding ;:ircJhtion thorough k~rstic
and that this '#Bter car,not originate from reserves in the
aquifer !except to a 11mtted eKtentl

conduit~.

''5 a c:mclusion to these remarks "'' w3ter tempeqture, we shoLd
point od that, as is the c~se in thi- Eastern Sect1on, the evidence
of a thH:nic flm'i, connected with a deep diap1t is c!early marked in
tl·e Western Section. This effect we have already seen in the piezome-

try (fig. 8), and wi11 be confirmed in a chemical study.

CHEMICAL STUDY OF THE MINE WATER
I will base my study on a samp11ng which was c~rried out in 1980, spaced cut over 140 days, in thl! main water entries into the mine (two
cross-cuts at level 21), and ·in a sampling spacia11y spread out over
the other mine water inflows, and one other ar~aly~is of the total
pump-flow of the mine, with a total of 53 analyses.
111
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As far as both series of samples from this cross-cut~ (Level 2~) are
concerned, we can detect tpat the variations of Ca + and Mg
are
produced inversely; the Na ij subje~t to gradu& 1 changes, with a
tendency to increase; and the K and Cl remain very constant.
If we compare the water in
one to the +iiapir inflow,
and 1ess Mg • T_he amoun\,5
tions and co H and K
3
cross-cuts.

both cross-cuts, we observe that the near
contai'ls a grener amount of Cl- and Na+
of SO
and Ca
undergo similar fl uctuabehave4 practically indentically in both

These waters show a great chemical similarity to those of
the river Saja at Go 1bardo ( +
70m.), ~ith a greater amount
of co H in the underground
waters,3
which
is
logical
given that we are de a 1i ng
with
a carbonated aquifer
(fig. 12). When we carry out
comparisons,
with
samples
spread over a certain period
of time, we notice parallel
fluctuations
in the river
waters and in those of the
principal entries (cross-cuts
at Level 21) in~ofar # the
co~tents
of SO , Mg
and
Na
are_ concern,~; while as
far CO H and Ca
the composition 3 of the 111ine water
shows few changes.

CHEMICAL COM... RISON BETWEEN THE SA.IA
RIVER WATER ANO THE loiAIN UNDERGROUND WATER INFLOW (~ 1980)

.
.,,
l

.... -

Total dlo

With respect to the spacial
sampling of waters which flow
into the mine, there are 11any
observations which can be
made (fig. 13 and 14). Alllong
these, considerc~tions of the
chet~~ical
facies are particularly significant, and here
we
can
differentiate
the
following groupings:

Le.- 21 at crou .. cut
2(-240m)

'

I

Since we are, for the most
part,
de a 1i ng with hidden
exits, situated in flooded
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Chlorided Water
5odium chloride waters form 1
c 1ear grouping, with a great
amount of dissolved solids,
connected with the diapi r
character of the Central Sec·
tion of the mine.
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workings at Level 22, or in
inflows taking place beneath
the galleries carrying the
water, it is difficult to
determine the exact yield,
though we can estin1ate this
as being between 50 to 100
1./s.
Sulphated water
Here we can clearly distinguish sodium sulphated waters
which art se under great pressure through an investigation
hole
(drilled till
700 m
depth, at Level 20, Western
Section), with a strong sulphohydrate sme 11. The average
volume is 6 1./s., but there
may
be
other
derivations
through
fractures
towards
Level 21.
The
most
general
facies
within this water-group is
that of magnesium sulphated
water, which is found in
falling
infiltrating
water
through old mine workings, in
conditions which produce an
oxidization of the metallic
sulphurs.
Many of these waters carry
nitrates, whkh could COliN!
from the decoq>osition of the
old wood tiMbering. The yield
measured was of the order of
some tense of 1i tres per
second, which could be increased by inflow through some
hidden entrance5.
For a approximation to thh
facies we wi 11 have to refer
to mixed sulphates waters,
mixed with calcium bicarbonated water, with a greater percentage of magnes i urn or calcium, depending on the mixture. A11 of this waters show
nitrates. The yield may reach
some tens of 1i tres per second.

._.,,,....,

,.................. -.o.
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Bicarbonated Water
Given the ambit of limestone
and dolomitic rocks where the
mine is located, these waters
are the most abundant. They
can be primarily calcium, magnesium or mixed waters, according to the rock lithology.
They occasionally contain nitrites. They arise principally in the Western Section of
the Mine and their yi e 1d can
exceed 800 1./sec., without
counting the contribution made by other mixtures.
Mixed Water
This group is made up of waters of an intermediate character, between the facies
mentioned above.
There are thus mixed magnesium waters, which arise for
the most part in dolomites of
the roof of the Eastern Section. Their yield is of the
order of 10 1./s.
There are also mixed calcium
waters, coming from the marly
1imestones of the Lower Aptian, with a high content of
su 1phates and a very 1ow
yield.
Finally, we have mixed waters
in the anionic and cationic
sense, which are a mixture of
the other types mentioned.
Among these we should mention
those produced by the total
drainage of the mine.
SOLID MATTER TRANSPORTED BY THE WATER
The main water entries into the mine carry an important amount of
sediments in suspension; in the Eastern Section this matter is
clearly made up of superficial sand and slime. However, it was not so
easy to determine the origin of this material, in the main entries at
Level 21 (Cross-cut no. 1 and 2). In order to attempt a clarification
of this, I took samples of the solids deposited in this Cross-cut no.
2 and of the muddy sands of the terrace of the river Saja, in the
Middle Aptian outcrop in Golbardo (fig. 6). Both samples were studied
(4), and the following data was obtained:
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The sediment carried by this main ground water entry at the mine,
with a greater percentage of lutitic fraction, shows smaller particle
size than is found in the sediment of the river Saja (fig.l5 ), but
the degree of granulometric selection is very similar.

.,, .........,

....

GRANULOMETRY
As far as the mineralogical
tTOIUIIll, teeO)
composition of the sand fraction, both samp 1es show the
uJ ..,.... ..._.,, cc,... - ••• ., .....
same frequency di stri but ion
on heavy minerals (density greater than 2. 9), except in ••
,
marcasite, find only in the
I/
sol ids transported by ground
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water inflow at the mine. The
II
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only difference are to be H
found
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.1
.I .a
.t . • ...
centage of the total (less
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According to this data, there se~s to be a close connection between
both samples, and it is probable that the •ine sand sample, transported by the water, by ~ans of the circulation through karsty cavities,
has its origins in the river Saja sedi~ts.
FAUNA TRANSPORTED BY THE WATER
With the ai• of COCIIfliling 110re infon~~tion lbout the origin of the
different waters which flow into the •ine, I planned a study of the
fluna of these waters, with the inest11Nble help of Iii. ROUCH and
lillle. GOURBAULT of the Underground Laboratory of Moulis (France) (5).
The research project consisted in a systeaatic filtering of the water
entries at significant points in the •ine (fig.l6 ). The principles
on which it is based this technique are the followings (5):
In the surface runoff of water we frecuently find a downstreM dissometimes a passive one, of n~rous species of invertebrate animals. This is what is know as drift. We cen distinguish
between: a) a constant drift, which is produced by chance, continuously, and is in general not very abundant; b) 1 be41aviour drift,
characterised by the displac~nt of species at certain hours of the
day; and c) a catastrophic drift, which tlkes place as a result of
river flood, snow melting, etc.
place~nt,

Underground waters in a karst area allow 1 drift, has been studied
•ainly in cases of river flood. Certain groups of fauna can be
carried, in considerable M~DUnts, such as is the case with the Crustaceans, especially the Copepods, •icroscopics for•s of between 0.3 and
1.2 •·· of which the two principal types are the Cyclopids and
Harpacticids.
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The filtering of these waters allows us to determine the fauna population, and here we can distinguish hipogene forms (strictly subterranean) from those of epigene origin (which normaly lie on the earth's
surface, but which do down to an underground area by means of river
losses or the infiltration of rain water).
'
Some of these epigene species can develop underground and form considrable populations. These are called troglophiles, as contrasted with
trogl obes (subterranean hi pogenes), and with trogl oxenes ( epi genes
which do not develop in underground surroundings).
Since these animals belong to
different ecological categories, they can be used as tracers of the aquifer mediUM.
In our study of the Reoc1n
Mine we used silk filters
with a net of 110 micrometres, to capture this microscop; c fauna.
The filters were placed at
seven points where the water
enters Leve 1s 17, 20 and 21
(fig.
), and were left in
place for four days changed
daily. This meant a total of
430 hours filtering, though
in some cases the silk filters was broken by the consider ab 1e a110unt of solid matter transported and the greet
amount of water which passed
through.
In
all,
several
million litres of water was
filtered.
In the. filters at points 1
and 2 we collected, as well
as an important amount of
white sand (with a lot of
quartz and mica), a considerable quantity of vegetable
matter (wood remains, leaves,
fern spores, conifer pollen,
moss and micelid filaments).
Many of these remains have no
connection with the 111atter
which man has introduced into
the mine, and are on the
other hand very similar to
that obtai ned fr0111 the pUllping which was carried out at
a well-point of the alluvial
terrace of the river Saja at
Golbardo.
·
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Figure 18
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At Cross-cut no. 2 (point 2), no fauna was collected, but et
Cross-cut no. 1 (point 1) we did collect sOftie ex~~~~ples, and these, in
spite of the fact that they were very few n number, have been of
great va 1ue, si nee they heve brought us ex amp 1es of: an aquatic
surface di pter (Chi ronomi dae); a Hematod typi ca 1 of damp soil; an
adtllt Cyclopid (Paracyclops fimbriatus), a co111110n surface type, although it can develop underground; a Harpact1cid (Moraria sp.) which
does not belong to any Western European species so its ecological
environment cannot be determined, although 1110st Morari a are epi gene
forms (there are some troglophiles, and only one species is really
troglobe). Thus, despite the small amount of f.tuna we captured, it
seems that we can state that it is of epigene origin and is probably
connected with a river flow.
At Level 21 towards the East (point 3), no fauna was captured, vegetable remains were very scarce, the uount of sand was considerably
reduced (there was quartz), and the most abundant Matter was a
reddishbrown clay similar to that which the water deposited in the
drainage gallery of Level 20; so part of the water at this inflow
point could have come from filtrations fro. that gallery.
At Level 20 we investigated the water which flows in from the artesian deep bore (point 4), but we were not able to take samples directly at the emergence point, but after the water's passage through an
old mine working which joins Level 17 and Level 20. The fauna
captured here was considerable in quantity (100 individuals) and a
great part was typical of the soil o;- the surface; only one example
(Speocyclops cantabricus) belongs to a trobloge species. This Example
could have come from the deep artesian bore, while the rest would be
matter transported through infiltrations frOII the surface, and to
fauna imported which developed in the Mine interior.
Point 5 was placed in an inflow water collection channel. The large
amount of rotten wood steMS to account for an iMported, colonialising
fauna which is not very representative.
Point 6 was a investigation-bore at the end of the wall galery, of
the Eastern Section at Level 20. The water key/tap of this borehole
was opened especially to per1111t our s111ple to be collected, and our
results included on troglobe ex1111ple (a Crustacean of the Syncaride
group) and three Moraria identical to those captured at points 1, 4
and 5. At this test point, it is probable that the opening of the
bore hole, which is norMaly closed, produced an expulsion of troglobe
fauna typical of an aquifer, together with other fauna carried fr011
the surface (fluvial?).
Finally, we should point out that at point 7, situated in Level 17,
towards the East, the waters flow in through karst subverticll conduits, which after the rains are turbulent, and carry abundant quantities of slime, sand and a lot of vegetable re.ains which fill the filters quickly. The nu.rous species which we were able to establish,
were parasites of plants and roots and fonws typical of d1111p soils;
they were not aquatic and were of earthly or1g1n, which proves the
rapid and direct entry of rain water at this point, and in general
throughout this gallery in the Eastern Section.
To s1.111 up, we May state that of the 495 ex1111ples collected only two
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are troglobes, when under normal conditions there are very great quantities of microscopic forms in underground waters-like, for instance,
the Amphipods of the Niphargus family.
However, it is
relative lack of
haps there is a
some sector with

still difficult to find a clear explanation of the
fauna in the main water entries into the mine. Per"fi Iter" at some point in the underground route in
no real karst cavities.

ISOTOPIC CONTENT OF THE WATER
It is interesting to compare
and contrast what we have described so far with the data
of tritium content of the
water at some inflow-points
in the mine (6).
According with this data, based on a sampling taken in February-March 1977 (fig. 17),
there is a gradual decrease
in tritium from the extreme
western end of the Western
Section towards the Central
Section (the sector with diapir waters). In the Eastern
Section there is a high content level in the wall galery, and a 1ow content 1eve 1
in the working gallery.

l

In the samples of December
1977 (fig. 17) apprec i ab 1e
variations in the tritium content were observed, compared
with the earlier sampling; in
all the samples taken from
Level 20 the level had dropped; it had increased at Leve 1
21; there was also a drop in
the Central Section; and the
level
remained practically
constant in the Eastern Section.
In samplings taken in January
and December 1977 the river
Saja at Golbardo (fig. 6)
gave respective readings of
44 ~ ll and 39 : 3 T. U.
The inflow points where the
samples were taken showed considerable
differences
in
their isotopic content and
this reflects a rapid dyna118
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mic, affected by intense rainy periods, in which the rainfall is
mixed with the waters of the aquifer in different proportions.
The interpretation of the spaci a1 variation seems to confirm, if we
take into account the investigation which has been undertaken, that
in the Eastern Section we find, on the one hand, the oldest water,
practically without tritium and consequently infiltrated earlier than
1952 (reserves of the aquifer and diapir water). In this Eastern
Section there is a1so other water that has been brought in directly
by the rains, without mixing with the water stored in the aquifer.
In the Central Section (with diapir water) there is a mixture of old
water with other types produced by the rapid infiltration of rainfall
(in a smaller proportion).
In the Western Section the most recent water is to be found at the
western limit (the nearest to the river Saja at Golbardo); the water
which shows signs of having remained longest in the aquifer, and
which has also mixed with sodium chlorided water, is that in Level 21.
If we now considerer the variations observed in the interval of time
between February-March and December 1977, and if we take into account
the fact that December was a very dry month, and that the mine-deeppening works had progressed in Level 21, so that of the voluminous
water inflows of Level 20 had passed to Level 21, it is easy to
interpreted the general decrease in tritium content shown in all the
samples (due to a drop in the amount of rain water). The increase in
tritium at Leve 1 21 would thus be due to the increase of water
proceeding from the river Saja. due in turn to the greater extension
of the mining works at Level 21. The time which the water stays at
Level 20 is very limited (6), and it would take about thirteen days
to move from Level 20 (front west) to Level 21.
The aquiferous reserves maintain a constant tritium content, but
their contribution is a minority one, compared with that of the water
that has infiltrated in recent years.
CONCLUSIONS
The different methodologies employed during this investigation, to
identify the origin of water inflow at the mine, are concurrent: the
main entry comes from the water loss from river Saja at Golbardo (+
70m. l; the second one is connected with deep water related with a
diapir, probably located at NW of the mine Central Section; the third
one has its origin in the infiltrated rain water, descending directly
through the abandoned mine works. Finally the smallest amount is
water storing reserves in the aquifer.
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